Programmable Peptide-Cross-Linked Nucleic Acid Nanocapsules as a Modular Platform for Enzyme Specific Cargo Release.
Herein we describe a modular assembly strategy for photo-cross-linking peptides into nucleic acid functionalized nanocapsules. The peptides embedded within the nanocapsules form discrete nanoscale populations capable of gating the release of molecular and nanoscale cargo using enzyme-substrate recognition as a triggered release mechanism. Using photocatalyzed thiol-yne chemistry, different peptide cross-linkers were effectively incorporated into the nanocapsules and screened against different proteases to test for degradation specificity both in vitro and in cell culture. By using a combination of fluorescence assays, confocal and TEM microscopy, the particles were shown to be highly specific for their enzyme targets, even between enzymes of similar protease classes. The rapid and modular nature of the assembly strategy has the potential to be applied to both intracellular and extracellular biosensing and drug delivery applications.